
 

 

AUTOMATIC GATES PLANNING PERMISSION? 

 

‘Do we need planning permission for automatic gates? Not always, but it is best to 

make sure! Anything over 2m high usually does and some authorities restrict this down 

and in certain cases to a little over 1m. 

 

What is meant by ‘make sure’? Not every council is the same and some vary their level 

of consent quite considerably, in line with local requirements & restrictions.  

 

General guides suggest if you are replacing an existing gate, then you should be fine so 

long as there are no major changes from the original, or such changes are in keeping with 

the original gate and or local area. 

 

   
 

What do you mean by major changes? Well this is subjective and should be checked out 

at your local council. If you are replacing on a like-for-like, or similar basis, then 

assumption maybe drawn that permission would not be required. 

 

If new piers and or walls were to be built, rather than replacements, permission is more 

likely to be required and investigation with the local council recommended. 

 

   
 

Often any new build/installation within 2m of the road, or path will require full planning 

consent and an application is often needed. This is again likely if the height of the gate 

exceeds the local ruling (2m downward subject to council requirement). 

 



Highways and the consequential affect on local traffic to the installation, will be a real 

consideration in any approvals process. The busier the highway, the further from the 

highway councils like to see installations sited. Also the level of use in and out of the 

property, or site will have to be considered. 

 

   
 

Your reason for purchase (why?) can have an affect on permission and the proposed 

design should up-hold this. The benefits to health & safety, traffic calming and protecting 

your family are obvious, listing them is always useful. 

 

Protecting children and pets from running out causing accidents, vehicles turning, 

causing risk to pedestrians and keeping your property safer and secure to name a few. 

 

    
 

A quick call to your local planning office with a brief description of what you would like 

to have is recommended. This should give you a quick idea if ‘Full Planning’ is required 

or if general consent is likely? Even with general consent, a full planning request may 

still be needed if there is an official complaint issued against your project. 

 

    
 

Every day people use gates that authorities have granted planning permission for! 
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